
THE DEVESTATING EFFECT OF DEFORESTATION AND THE

ALTERNATIVES FOR HELPING OUR PLANET

Typically, deforestation is clearing a lot of trees without the intention of establishing future growth. Forests are
essentially the lungs of our planet. Trees help to mitigate carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions, but This
damaging disruption leads to extreme temperature swings that are.

Greenpeace has information on their website about deforestation and how you can get involved in their
campaigns. The deforestation begins on a local level, then to a regional, level and then last the global level.
All these are severe effects of deforestation and need urgent attention by all. The evidence would suggest
otherwise. The most well-known example of this disadvantage is of an individual called Man of the Hole.
Overpopulation contributed to deforestation because there is need to create a settlement area for the increasing
number of people on earth and the need for urbanization for economic reasons. A major result on the
environment is the habitat destruction and endangerment of animals. In such cases forestation should also be
made as a follow-up process. As much as people increasingly become aware of deforestation consequences,
some people focus more on the immediate economic gains at the expense of the long-term environmental
damage. Two main reasons the Amazon rainforest is being cleared is for raising cattle and growing crops
Figure 1. Although deforestation practices are not solely responsible for our paper and wood products, the
actions of timber companies give us access to these needed items. This amounts to the destruction of around 4.
It is actually the arrangement of implanting plants for food and food growth. How can you offset deforestation
in a meaningful way? If our deforestation activities were a single country, it would rank third behind China
and the United States for equivalent emissions. Shifting Cultivation: Numerous agriculturalists destroy the
jungle for farming and commercial motives and once productiveness of soil is shattered owing to recurrent
harvesting, a fresh forest region is devastated. It acknowledges that sometimes, the use of trees for various
human activities or reasons can be inevitable. Causes of Deforestation: Deforestation is mainly a human
activity affected by many factors. There are over 1. Was it made fairly, without human suffering and the
unnecessary use of precious resources?


